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Spatial population distribution of laser ablation species determined
by self-reversed emission line profile

Tetsuo Sakka,a) Takashi Nakajima, and Yukio H. Ogata
Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan

~Received 4 February 2002; accepted for publication 22 June 2002!

We propose a method for determining the spatial distribution of population densities for the species
in laser-produced plasma. Our method relies on the parameter fittings of the experimentally
observed self-reversed emission profiles to the model which is based on the calculation of
one-dimensional radiative transfer. Employed parameters in the model represent spatial distribution
of emitters, absorbers, and plasma free electrons. Since the density of plasma electrons has a spatial
dependence, Stark shifts and broadenings are incorporated in a position-sensitive manner. After a
general description of the method, we have specifically applied it to the laser-ablated Al plasma,
where Al~I! 2P+ –2S emission line is employed for the analysis. In this specific example, we find that
the accuracy of the fittings is significantly improved due to the presence of two emission lines
originating from the fine structure, i. e.,2P1/2

+ –2S1/2 and2P3/2
+ –2S1/2. In particular, the depth of the

self-reversed structure turns out to be very sensitive to the position-dependent upper and lower level
populations, which enables us to accurately determine the spatial variation of the laser-ablated
species in these states. Furthermore, the calculated profile is almost unchanged with temperatures
employed for fittings. This means that the present method gives reliable values of the parameters for
the spatial distributions, even if the temperature is not precisely known. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1500419#

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser ablation is widely applied to material processing,
such as thin-film deposition, cluster formation, chemical re-
actions, and surface modifications.1–3 To improve the quality
of the resultant materials, a sound understanding of the
plume dynamics and physical and chemical properties of the
ablated species is required. In addition, ablation plume
analysis is important for the surface elemental analysis based
on laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy.4,5 Among several
methods of plume analysis, optical spectroscopy6–8 has good
temporal and spatial resolution. In order to extract desired
information from the emission spectra, it is necessary to es-
tablish reliable procedures for quantitative analysis of the
spectra.

However, the line profile observed in the emission spec-
tra of the laser ablation plume is distorted by several factors,
such as~1! a high optical thickness at an atomic transition
frequency~opacity effect!, ~2! Stark shifts and broadening
due to a comparatively high electron density of the plasma,
and its inhomogeneous spatial distribution, and~3! different
spatial distributions of the population for the upper and lower
levels involved in the transition. The distortion mechanisms
~1! and ~3! are the direct consequence of self-absorption.

It has been known that the profile of an optically thick
line can not be well described without the self-absorption
effects, especially when a self-reversed structure appears in a
line profile. The mechanism of self-reversal is reviewed in
the articles by Cowan and Dieke,9 and also by Zwicker.10

The analytical formulation developed in the early studies is
still used in a recent work11 to understand the effects of spa-
tial inhomogeneity of emitting and absorbing species. On the
other hand, a numerical analysis has also been compared
with the analytical model.12,13 The self-reversed line profile
has been analyzed for the x ray,14–17 visible,18 and infrared
emissions19 of laser-produced plasma, discharge lamps, and
heated materials, respectively. Under typical conditions for
laser nuclear fusion experiments, a self-reversed line appears
in the x-ray region. On the contrary, for laser fluences of
100 mJ cm22 to 100 J cm22 at which most experiments of
material processings by laser ablation are carried out, the
self-reversed line appears in the UV/visible region. However,
the studies on self-reversed spectral lines of laser-produced
plasma for the laser fluence in this range, and therefore in the
UV/visible region, are rather limited. Using a two-zone
model, Hermannet al.20 have carried out spatially-as well as
temporally-resolved study of the self-reversed line of Ti~II !
in a nitrogen gas atmosphere. In the two-zone model, radia-
tive transfer through both zones, the central and peripheral
regions, was calculated, assuming that each zone is charac-
terized by a uniform temperature. A similar analysis, by di-
viding the emission region into two subregions with different
temperatures, had been performed in the case of dc arc
plasma.21 Analysis of self-reversed line profiles for laser ab-
lation plasma beyond the two-zone model has not yet been
carried out. Whether thetwo-zone modelis sufficient or not
would depend on the experimental conditions, and needs to
be examined by detailed analysis usinga continuous spatial
distribution functionfor the ablated species as emitters and
absorbers. Although the spatial behavior of the plasma pa-
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rameters for the laser ablation plume has been drawing con-
siderable attention,22,23 very few studies on the analysis of
self-reversed spectra have been performed in order to deter-
mine the spatial distribution of laser ablation species.

In the present article, we propose a model to account for
the self-reversed line profile, by which the spatial distribu-
tion of population densities for the species in the laser-
produced plasma can be obtained. Our model goesbeyond
the two-zone treatmentand is based on the assumption that
the emitting and absorbing atoms arecontinuously distrib-
uted in the plasma region. Also, the effects of position-
dependent Stark shift and Stark broadening due to the spa-
tially distributed plasma electrons are taken into account.
The parameters to describe the spatial distribution of the
emitters, absorbers, and plasma electrons are determined ei-
ther through the fitting process, or independently from the
model. Numerical calculations are carried out to synthesize a
line profile, and applied to the2P+ –2S transition of Al~I!.
This transition has a fine structure, giving rise to two lines at
394.401 nm (2P1/2

+ –2S1/2) and 396.152 nm (2P3/2
+ –2S1/2).

Both lines can be simultaneously calculated by using a com-
mon set of parameters, and therefore, the parameters ob-
tained through the fitting process should improve their reli-
ability.

II. MODEL

The self-reversed line profile can be intuitively under-
stood as follows; the broadened emission spectrum from the
central region of the plume is absorbed by the lower level
atoms in an optically thin peripheral region. Furthermore, the
self-reversed emission line sometimes shows an asymmetric
profile, which cannot be explained only in terms of the self-
absorption mechanism due to the optical thickness. A mecha-
nism which causes a spectral line shift must exist. Among the
mechanisms causing a shift of emission lines, we assume
that the Stark effect plays a dominant role in the case of
laser-produced plasma; it can be asymmetric as observed in
the actual spectral lines, and the electron density in the
plume can be sufficiently high to result in considerable
broadening and shift. Therefore, the plasma electron density,
which is closely related to the Stark effect, and its spatial
distribution with respect to the population distribution of
emitting and absorbing atoms must be the important factors.
The essence of the model, which is based on the calculation
of the radiative transfer in plasma, is that the spatial distri-
bution of plasma electron density, and the population densi-
ties of atoms in the upper and lower states can be varied
independently from each other.

The spectral radiant flux density I (x,n)
(J m22 s21 Hz21 sr21), defined as a function of the radiation
frequencyn and the distancex along the line of the observa-
tion, follows a one-dimensional radiative transfer equation24

given by

dI~x,n!5@e~x,n!2k~x,n!I ~x,n!#dx, ~1!

wheree(x,n) (J m23 s21 Hz21 sr21) is the spectral emission
coefficient measured per unit volume per unit solid angle,
and k(x,n) (m21) is an absorption coefficient. The use of

Eq. ~1! assumes that all the optical paths of the collected
light are characterized by the same emission and absorption
profile. By integrating Eq.~1! over x which is sufficiently
long compared with the length in which emission and ab-
sorption take place, we obtain the radiant flux density at the
far field, I (n), i. e.,

I ~n!5
1

f~`,n!
E

2`

`

f~x,n!e~x,n!dx, ~2!

where

f~x,n!5expF E k~x,n!dxG . ~3!

In order to estimateI (n), we neede(x,n) andk(x,n) as a
function of x. In terms of the Einstein coefficients,A, B21,
and B12, which represent spontaneous emission, induced
emission, and absorption, respectively, they are given as24,25

e~x,n!5
An2~x!hn f ~x,n!

4p
, ~4!

k~x,n!5
@B12n1~x!2B21n2~x!#hn f ~x,n!

c
, ~5!

with n1(x) and n2(x) being the population densities of the
lower and upper levels, respectively,h is the Planck con-
stant, andc is the light velocity. As is well known,B12 and
B21 are connected throughB125(g2 /g1)B21, whereg1 and
g2 are the degeneracies of the lower and upper levels, re-
spectively. The functionf (x,n) gives the spectral distribu-
tion of atomic transition for a givenx, wheren is the radia-
tion frequency. This function is normalized as

E
2`

`

f ~x,n!dn51. ~6!

Note that the spectral distribution function is not simply a
function of n, but also a function ofx. According to the
theory of Stark shifts and Stark broadenings for neutral and
singly ionized emitters,26,27 the full width at half maxima
Dlwidth , and the shiftDlshift , are described as a function of
the electron densityne (m23), i. e.,

Dlwidth52WS ne

1022D d111.75aS ne

1022D 1/4

~120.75nD
21/3!e,

~7!

Dlshift5DS ne

1022D62.0aS ne

1022D 1/4

~120.75nD
21/3!

3WS ne

1022D , ~8!

whereW, D, anda, are the electron impact parameters for
the Stark width, Stark shift, and the ion correction parameter,
respectively. These parameters are independent of the elec-
tron densityne , and are slowly varying functions of the elec-
tron temperature. The parameternD represents the number of
particles in the Debye sphere, the radius of which~Debye
radius! is characterized by the screening of the ion charge.
The first terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.~7! and~8! are
due to the electron impact contribution, and the second terms
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are for the ion correction. Since the dependence of the sec-
ond terms on the electron density is not linear, the width and
the shift are not the linear functions of electron density, ei-
ther, in general. However, the experimentally determined
Stark width and shift parameters given in Ref. 28 are the
coefficients for the linear functions of electron density, which
give the best width and shift at the electron density employed
in their measurement. This means that the nonlinear func-
tionsDlwidth andDlshift can be approximated as linear func-
tions within a certain range of the electron density

Dlwidth~x!5wne~x!, ~9!

Dlshift~x!5dne~x!, ~10!

where w and d are the experimentally determined Stark
width and the Stark shift parameters, respectively. By using
a50.039 andD/W51.554, which are the theoretical values
for the 2P+ –2S transition of Al~I! at 10 000 K,26 and assum-
ing that the experimental parameterw is determined at the
electron density of 131023 m23, the deviation from the lin-
earity was found to be 19% for the width and 13% for the
shift at the electron density of 131025 m23. This implies
that the linear approximations given by Eqs.~9! and~10! are
good approximations for the plasma with the electron density
up to two or three orders of magnitude higher than the den-
sity at which the parametersw andd are determined. There-
fore, we assume a Lorentzian profile with the width and shift
given in Eqs.~9! and ~10! from now on. This leads to the
following position-dependent spectral distribution function

f ~x,n!5
1

p

Dnwidth~x!/2

@Dnwidth~x!/2#21@n2n01Dnshift~x!#2 ,

~11!

wheren0 is the unperturbed resonant frequency,Dnwidth(x)
5(c/l0

2)Dlwidth(x), and Dnshift(x)5(c/l0
2)Dlshift(x).

Since the Stark parametersw andd are slowly varying func-
tion of temperature, we ignore their temperature dependence
throughout the calculations.

The parameters described so far are those for the atomic
transitions, i. e.,A, B21, andB12, and those for the distor-
tion of the spectral distribution function, namely,w and d.
Once the spatial distributions of the plasma electronsne(x),
the upper level populationn2(x), and the lower level popu-
lation n1(x) are given, the emission intensityI (n) can be
calculated by using Eq.~2! for eachn. In order to compare
the calculatedI (n) to the observed spectra, the convolution
with the instrumental function,g(n), should be performed,
i.e.,

I calc~n!5E
2`

`

I ~m!g~n2m!dm. ~12!

The instrumental function is assumed to be a Gaussian dis-
tribution with a half width corresponding to the resolution of
the whole detection system. If the detection efficiency is in-
corporated ing(n), I calc(n) should give a measured inten-
sity.

In the remaining part of this section, we describe the
spatial distribution functions to be used in the calculations.
The plume produced by laser ablation is often found to be

cylindrically symmetric along the axis normal to the target
surface. In the case of a graphite target in air, the intensity
profile for the lateral image of the plume is approximated by
the Gaussian distribution, if the time delay from the ablation
pulse is sufficiently long.29 At earlier times after the ablation
pulse, the measured intensity distribution deviates from the
Gaussian distribution. This is explained by the self-
absorption effect caused by the high density of emitters and
absorbers, and does not mean that the spatial distribution of
the emitters is not Gaussian. As long as the intensity profile
for the low plasma density is well described by the Gaussian
distribution, the spatial distribution of the electrons and at-
oms involved in the emission process may be well approxi-
mated by the Gaussian functions.

Based on the arguments given herein, we assume that
ne(x), n2(x), andn1(x) have Gaussian distributions with a
center of distribution being the identical point. By letting the
point atx50 be the center of the plume, we obtain following
distribution functions,

ne~x!5Ne0 expS 2
x2

se
2D , ~13!

n1~x!5N10expS 2
x2

s1
2D , ~14!

n2~x!5N20expS 2
x2

s2
2D , ~15!

wherese , s1 , ands2 are the width parameters for the elec-
trons and the atoms in the lower and upper levels, respec-
tively, andNe0 , N10, andN20 are their maximum densities at
x50, respectively. These six parameters are basically inde-
pendent, although in actual calculations some restrictions
will be imposed to reduce the number of adjusting param-
eters. The different distribution widths for the upper and
lower levels, i. e.,s1Þs2 , mean that the temperature gradu-
ally changes with the positionx.

III. APPLICATION TO THE 2P Œ– 2S LINE OF Al „I…

In this section, we apply the model to the emission line
of 3s23p 2P+ – 3s24s 2S transition of Al~I! in a laser-
produced plasma. The lower state has a configuration of the
ground state, i. e., (Ne core)13s23p. This configuration has
a fine structure, i. e., a doublet,2P3/2

+ , and 2P1/2
+ , with a

splitting of 112 cm21. Therefore, two transition lines appear,
at 396.152 nm (2P3/2

+ –2S1/2) and 394.401 nm (2P1/2
+ –2S1/2).

We introduce suffices ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘ b’’ for 2P3/2
+ and2P1/2

+ , re-
spectively, for the parameters, if needed to be distinguished
between each other.

The experimental setup for the spectrum measurement is
very similar to that in our previous work.30 A 30 mJ pulse of
the 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser~20 ns pulse duration! was fo-
cused onto an Al metal target~99.999%, Nilaco Co.! in at-
mospheric air by using a 10 cm focal-length lens. The lateral
emission from the ablation plume was focused onto the en-
trance slit of a 1 m focal-length double dispersion spec-
trograph~Ritsu Oyo Kogaku, MC100N! equipped with two
1800 grooves/mm diffraction gratings. The slit width was set
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to 20 mm. An intensified charge coupled device~ICCD!
~Princeton Instruments, ICCD-1024MTDGE/1! was used as
a detector. The spectral resolution of this system is limited by
the correlation between the adjacent pixels of the ICCD de-
tector, which was;0.04 nm. The duration of the time gate
to drive the ICCD detector was 20 ns and the time delay
from the ablation laser pulse was set to 1000 ns. This time
delay was employed, simply because at around this time
scale, the spectrum is suitable for comparison with the
present model, i. e., in very early stages (,100 ns), we have
strong continuous spectral emission which gives an offset to
the line spectra, while in the later stages (@4000 ns), the
signal intensity becomes weak. It should be noted, however,
that the model might be still applicable even at,100 ns, if
the offset due to the continuous spectral emission were taken
into account.

In order to simulate the spectra by using the present
model, it is necessary to determine the parametersse , s1 ,
s2 , Ne0 , N10, andN20. The estimation of these parameters
is not very simple. Among themse is the 1/e radius of the
plasma and estimated from the image of the plume. Since our
plume imaging experiments29 show that its full width at half
maximum is;231023 m, we assumedse51.031023 m
in the present analysis. The population distribution of the
upper level should be very similar to the plasma distribution,
because the plasma formation and the excitation to the upper
state are expected to be closely related in a sense that both
can originate from nonthermal processes. Therefore, we as-
sumes25se . The parameters1 is regarded as an adjustable
parameter. As for the number densities,Ne0 , N10, andN20,
we have very little experimental information. In some stud-
ies, the temperature of the plasma was estimated through the
analysis of emission spectra, in which the relative popula-
tions in different energy states are obtained. The literature
usually give very high temperatures of several thousands to
more than ten thousand Kelvin.31–34By assuming a tempera-
ture parameterT0 to be the same order as the values in lit-
erature, the ratioN20/N10 can be estimated from the Boltz-
mann distribution, i. e.,

N20

N10
5

g2

g1
expS 2

hn0

kBT0
D , ~16!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT0 is the tempera-
ture of Al atoms at the center of the light-emitting region.
Note that the present model does not require the local ther-
mal equilibrium. The use of the Boltzmann distribution and
the introduction of the temperature parameterT0 are solely
for the purpose of estimating the ratio,N20/N10, by giving a
reasonable value ofT0 . In the present work, we assumed
T054000 K.34 We examined the effect ofT0 on the calcu-
lated spectral profile over the range of 2000,T0

,20 000 K. Although theabsoluteintensity of the profile
varies over six orders of magnitude, it turns out that the
parameters obtained through the fitting process, except for
the scaling factor, are hardly influenced byT0 . This means
that the accuracy of the parameters determined through the
fitting process is not influenced by the value ofT0 . At the

same time, if theabsoluteemission intensity were measured,
the temperature could be obtained by comparing with the
model.

As mentioned earlier, the2P+ state has a fine-structure
doublet,2P3/2

+ and 2P1/2
+ . Following Eq. ~14!, we introduce

the spatial distribution of the populations for these levels,
n1a(x) andn1b(x), respectively, as

n1a~x!5N1a expS 2
x2

s1a
2 D , ~17!

n1b~x!5N1b expS 2
x2

s1b
2 D , ~18!

whereN1a andN1b are the population density at the center of
the plume for the levels,2P3/2

+ and 2P1/2
+ , respectively, and

s1a ands1b are the distribution parameters. Since the energy
difference between these levels (112 cm21) is very small
compared with the thermal energy, exp(2DEab/kBT).1 even
at room temperature, whereDEab is the energy difference
between the fine structure levels. Therefore,

n1a~x!

n1b~x!
5

N1ae2x2/s1a
2

N1be2x2/s1b
2 5

ga

gb
, ~19!

wherega and gb are the degeneracies of the doublet2P3/2
+

and2P1/2
+ , respectively. From Eq.~19! it is obvious that

N1a

N1b
5

ga

gb
, ~20!

and

s1a5s1b5s1 . ~21!

In the calculation, we regardN1b as an adjustable parameter.
The values ofN20 andN1a are then determined by the rela-
tions, Eqs.~16! and~20!, respectively. The other parameters,
namelyA, B21, andB12,35 and two Stark parameters,w and
d,28 were taken from literature.

Summarizing this section, three parameters,s1 , N1b ,
andNe0 are considered as adjustable parameters. By giving
trial values to those parameters, we can calculatene(x),
n1a(x), n1b(x), andn2(x), using Eqs.~13!, ~17!, ~18!, and
~15!, as a function of the observation pathx. Oncene(x) is
thus determined, the Stark broadening and Stark shift are
calculated as a function ofx by using Eqs.~9! and~10!. Then
the line profile is calculated from Eq.~11! as a function ofx.
After that, the emission and absorption coefficients are cal-
culated from Eqs.~4! and ~5!, and the radiant flux density
from Eq. ~2!. Finally, the spectrum convoluted with the in-
strumental function is calculated by Eq.~12!. By varying the
three adjustable parameters,s1 , N1b , and Ne0 , we obtain
the best fit to the experimental spectrum. Fitting was per-
formed using a computer program which is based on iterative
fitting to minimize the deviation ofI calc(n) from the experi-
mental spectra.

IV. DISCUSSION

By adjusting the fitting parameters, the calculated spec-
trum reproduces the experimentally obtained self-reversed
spectrum very well. In Fig. 1, an experimental spectrum is
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shown together with the best-fit spectrum. In order to exam-
ine the stability of the fitting, we repeated the fittings starting
from one adjustable parameter to be ten times larger or
smaller than the best-fit value. Except for the case starting
from a largers1 , all the runs resulted in the convergence to
the same best-fit values within 0.1%. Although unreasonable
initial values sometimes resulted in a nonconvergence, it has
never resulted in a different set of the fitting parameters with
a successful convergence. The best-fit parameters as well as
all the other parameters are listed in Table I. The electron
density, Ne0 , at the center of the plasma was obtained to
be 3.1131023 m23. This seems to be a reasonable value36

for the delay time of 1000 ns from the ablation pulse and the
irradiation fluence employed in the present experiments. In
order to reproduce a self-reversed line, the spatial distribu-
tion of the lower state represented by the parameters1 has to
be broader than that of the upper states2 ; the light-emitting
region necessarily has an envelope which is cooler than the

central region. The value ofs1 obtained by the fitting pro-
cedure was 1.4531023 m, with the parameters2 fixed to
1.0031023 m.

The depth of the self-reversal was very sensitive to the
ratio of s1 to s2 . In Fig. 2, we plot a few representative
spectra calculated with various values ofs1 while keeping
all the other parameters fixed to the values listed in Table I.
As s1 increases, the self-reversal structure becomes more
prominent, although the change in the spectral feature is lim-
ited only to the central or self-reversing part of the line pro-

FIG. 1. Emission spectra obtained by the irradiation of pulsed Nd:YAG laser
to an Al metal target in air. The time delay from the laser irradiation was set
to 1000 ns. The fit to the spectrum using the present model calculation is
given by the solid line in the figure. The parameters used in the calculation
are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. Parameters used for the simulation of2P+ –2S self-reversed spectra of Al~I!.

Symbol Definition Value~unit!
Method of
evaluation

A2a radiative rate for2P3/2
+ –2S1/2 transition 9.83107 (s21) Ref. 35

A2b radiative rate for2P1/2
+ –2S1/2 transition 4.933107 (s21) Ref. 35

ga degeneracy of2P3/2
+ level 4 Ref. 35

gb degeneracy of2P1/2
+ level 2 Ref. 35

g2 degeneracy of2S1/2 level 2 Ref. 35
la0 origin of 2P3/2

+ –2S1/2 transition 396.152~nm! Ref. 35
lb0 origin of 2P1/2

+ –2S1/2 transition 394.401~nm! Ref. 35
w Stark width parameter 4.22310225 (nm/m23) Ref. 28
d Stark shift parameter 2.42310225 (nm/m23) Ref. 28
T0 temperature parameter 4000~K! estimateda

Ne0 electron density parameterf 3.1131023 (m23) adjusted
N1a population parameter of2P3/2

+ statef 1.2331022 (m23) calculatedb

N1b population parameter of2P1/2
+ statef 6.1731021 (m23) adjusted

N20 population parameter of2S statef 6.6831017 (m23) calculatedc

se distribution parameter of the electrons 1.0031023 ~m! estimatedd

s1 distribution parameter of2P+ state 1.4531023 ~m! adjusted
s2 distribution parameter of2S state 1.0031023 ~m! assumede

aEstimated from previous experiments.
bCalculated so as to keepN1a /N1b5ga /gb52.
cCalculated fromT0 andN1b using Eq.~16!.
dEstimated from our measurement~Ref. 29!.
eAssumed to be the same asse .
fCorresponding to the population at the center of the plasma.

FIG. 2. Representative spectra obtained by the model calculation with vari-
ous values ofs1 . All the other parameters were fixed to the values listed in
Table I. Dotted line, long broken line, solid line, and short broken line
represents151.0031023, 1.0231023, 1.4531023, and 2.0031023 m,
respectively.
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file. The wings of the lines are hardly affected by the values
of s1 . It should be noted that even a very small difference of
s1 from s2 can give rise to a self-reversal spectral feature.
Consequently, the observation of the self-reversed spectrum
would be a sensitive measure for the purpose of obtaining
information on the inhomogeneity in the population-density
distribution. In Fig. 3, the depth of the self-reversal, which is
defined as a difference between the maximum of the line and
the minimum of the dip, is plotted againsts1 . It is seen that
both lines of the fine-structure doublet exhibit a similar be-
havior, i. e., the depth increases with increasings1 . In the
range of 1.031023,s1,1.531023 m, the depth of the
self-reversal structure is very sensitive to the value ofs1 ,
and therefore, the fitting process is expected to be stable.
With increasings1 the depth of the self-reversed structure
finally saturates toward a certain depth. This saturation depth
is essentially determined by a small broadening introduced
by the instrumental function. Without the convolution of the
instrumental function, the minimum of the self-reversal hole
could reach zero. We also performed the fittings with an
assumption ofs25se50.002 or 0.0005 m. The best-fit val-
ues ofs1 were then 0.003 04 and 0.000 72 m, respectively.
The ratio of s1 /s2 turned out to be always;1.5. This
seems to be consistent with the understanding that the ab-
sorption should balance the emission to give the same ob-
served intensity.

The self-reversal can be understood in terms of the spa-
tial temperature distribution as well, since more population
in the lower level means a lower temperature. In Fig. 4, the
temperature distribution estimated from the population ratio
between the two levels is shown for various values ofs1 ,
while s2 is kept to 1.0031023 m. In the case ofs151.02
31023 m, for example, there is virtually no emission and
absorption at a distance farther than 2.531023 m from the
center, because of the very low population of Al atoms there.
Since the temperature at the position of 2.531023 m from
the center is still as high as 3900 K, the temperature differ-
ence between the center and the ‘‘periphery’’ is less than 100

K, which is only 2.5% of the temperature at the center. Nev-
ertheless, our calculation shows a small self-reversal~Fig. 2!.
This suggests that the self-reversal is very sensitive to the
difference in the population distributions of emitters and ab-
sorbers, and hence, to the temperature distribution of the
light-emitting region.

Concerning the spectral feature in Fig. 1, another point
to be noted is that the intensities of the doublet are almost the
same, although the radiative rate coefficient of the
2P1/2

+ –2S1/2 ~394.4 nm! transition is about a half of that for
the2P3/2

+ –2S1/2 ~396.2 nm! transition.35 The relative intensity
of these two peaks reflects the population densities of the
two levels involved in the transition. That is, the optical
thickness of the plasma plays an essential role. In Fig. 5,
representative spectra calculated with various values ofN1b

are shown. In the calculations, all the other parameters, ex-
cept forN1a andN20 which are determined by the Boltzmann

FIG. 3. The depth of the self-reversal in the spectra calculated by using
various values ofs1 . The other parameters used in the calculation were
fixed to the values listed in Table I. Solid triangles indicate the depth of the
2P3/2

+ –2S1/2 ~396.2 nm! line while open triangles indicate that of the
2P1/2

+ –2S1/2 ~394.4 nm! line.

FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of the temperature calculated by the Boltzmann
relation from the population ratio between upper and lower levels of the
transition. Long broken line, solid line, and short broken line represents1

51.0231023, 1.4531023, and 2.0031023 m, respectively, with a fixed
s2 value of 1.0031023 m.

FIG. 5. Representative spectra obtained by the model calculation with vari-
ous values ofN1b . The other parameters, except forN1a ~52N1b) andN20

@calculated by Eq.~16!#, were fixed to the values listed in Table I. Long
broken line, solid line, short broken line, and dotted line representN1b

51.031022, 6.1731021, 1.031021, and 1.031020 m23, respectively.
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relation, were fixed to the values used in the calculation for
Fig. 1 ~see Table I!. Three features are clearly seen in Fig. 5;
~1! the intensities of the doublet are nearly the same and do
not increase any more forN1b.1.031021 m23, ~2! the
width increases with increasingN1b , and ~3! the self-
reversal depth decreases with decreasingN1b and it disap-
pears belowN1b,1.031021 m23. The features~1! and ~2!
are shown in more detail in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In
Fig. 6, the ratio of the peak intensity of the 394.4 nm and
396.2 nm lines is plotted as a function ofN1b . From the
radiative rate constant,A2a andA2b , this ratio is expected to
be ;0.5. The ratio of 0.5 is obtained in the rangeN1b

,1020 m23, while it becomes unity for largerN1b’s. This
can be explained in terms of the optical thickness of the
central region; with increasing atomic density, and hence, the
optical thickness, the emission intensity increases but satu-
rates at the intensity expected from the black body radiation.
Since the peaks of the doublet are very close in wavelength,

the intensity expected from the black body radiation is virtu-
ally the same for these two lines. As a consequence, the
change of the intensity ratio from 0.5 to 1 can be a measure
of the variation in the optical thickness, providing informa-
tion of the population density. In Fig. 7, the variation of the
linewidths of the doublet is shown as a function ofN1b . The
increase of the linewidth is correlated to the intensity ratio of
the two peaks. That is, the steep increase of the linewidth
starting at;131021 m23 corresponds to the start of the
saturation in the intensity ratio given in Fig. 6. As the popu-
lation of the levels involved in the transition increases, the
emission intensity throughout the line profile increases. The
intensity at the peak, however, saturates due to the limited
intensity of the black body radiation. This saturation at the
peak leads to the increase in the linewidth observed here.
These results suggest that the population density parameters,
such asN1b , can be quite accurately determined through the
fitting process.

In Fig. 8, the calculated spectra are presented for various
Ne0’s. By varying the values ofNe0 , the position and the
width of the peak drastically change, which originates from
the Stark shift and broadening. On the other hand, the posi-
tion and the width of the self-reversal hole are unchanged. In
fact, the width of the self-reversal hole observed in the
present measurement was essentially determined by the in-
strumental resolution. This suggests that the absorption pro-
cess, which is responsible for the formation of a self-reversal
structure, is mainly caused by the atoms in the peripheral
region whereNe0 is considerably low to give very little Stark
effects.

Figures 2, 5, and 8 suggest that the spectra are very
sensitive to the adjusting parameters, and therefore, the fit-
tings enable us to obtain accurate values of the parameters,
as long as the other parameters have been correctly assumed.
The Al spectra have a few important features for the deter-
mination of the adjusting parameters: They are the self-
reversal depth, the line shift, the width of the envelope of the
line, and the intensity ratio of the fine-structure doublet. The

FIG. 6. Peak-intensity ratio of the2P1/2
+ –2S1/2 ~394.4 nm! line to the

2P3/2
+ –2S1/2 ~396.2 nm! line calculated as a function ofN1b . All the other

parameters, except forN1a(52N1b) andN20 @calculated by Eq.~16!#, were
fixed to the values listed in Table I.

FIG. 7. Linewidth calculated as a function ofN1b . Solid squares indicate
the width of the2P3/2

+ –2S1/2 ~396.2 nm! line while open squares indicate that
of the 2P1/2

+ –2S1/2 ~394.4 nm! line. The parameters other thanN1b , N1a

(52N1b) andN20 @calculated by Eq.~16!# were fixed to the values listed in
Table I.

FIG. 8. Representative spectra obtained by the model calculation with vari-
ous Ne0 values. All the other parameters were fixed to the values listed in
Table I. Dotted line, solid line, and broken line representNe053.031022,
3.1131023, and 1.031024 m23, respectively.
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self-reversal depth is mainly associated with the spatial dis-
tribution of the emitters and absorbers, and therefore, helpful
for the determination of the parameter,s1 with respect to
s2 . The line shift is directly related to the Stark shift and
determines the plasma electron density parameter,Ne0 . On
the other hand, the last two features are mainly related to the
optical thickness and give us information about the popula-
tion density, namelyN1b for the present work. The analysis
presented in this article confirms that the self-reversed spec-
tra are very useful in determining the spatial distribution of
the population density for the species in the laser ablation
plasma.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have developed a model, which is
based on the radiative transfer of the atomic emission, to
account for the self-reversed line spectra observed in the la-
ser ablation plume. After a general description of the model,
we have specifically applied it for the analysis of the laser-
ablated Al plasma in air. In the model, the effects of the
position-dependent Stark shift and broadening were taken
into account, and the plasma electron density, populations of
the atomic levels involved in the transition, and their spatial
distribution were considered to be the fitting parameters. Our
model successfully reproduced the spectra of the fine-
structure doublet from Al atoms in the ablation plume.

Our systematic analysis presented in this work has con-
firmed that the spatial distribution of the plasma parameters
and atomic populations, which are very difficult to determine
otherwise, can be accurately estimated by fitting the param-
eters in the model to the experimental self-reversed spectra.
Finally, we would like to note that the present method is
applicable to various kinds of emitting species in a wide
range of delay time. It will contribute to the analysis of dy-
namical aspects of laser-produced plasma from various target
materials.
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